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Abstract: It is foreseeable that the next few decades will be the golden age of high-speed rail (HSR)
development, with many new construction plans emerging. The construction of the HSR will
inevitably cause an impact on the economic spatial structure of urban agglomeration, but it is still
unclear whether the impacts differ between economically developed and developing areas. How and
to what extent do such differences exist? Based on the modified gravity model, this paper employs
a social network analysis method and selects the Yangtze River Delta and Sichuan-Chongqing
(Chuanyu) urban agglomeration as the research area to analyze the differences. The main conclusions
are as follows. With the construction of HSR: (1) The network density and the average economic
connection of urban agglomerations have shown a trend of gradual increase. (2) The number of
core areas in developed regions has gradually increased, but there were no changes in the center of
developing regions. (3) In developed regions, the new metropolitan areas are the cities that have
benefited the most from the HSR construction. In developing regions, the central city with difficult
topography benefits the most. (4) The network structure of developed regions tends to be more
balanced. The edge cities in developing regions are getting farther from the center.

Keywords: high-speed rail; urban agglomeration; economic spatial structure; social network
analysis; centrality

1. Introduction

High-speed rail (HSR) is a type of passenger rail transport that operates significantly
faster than the normal speed of rail traffic, with a speed of more than 250 km/h. The
Japanese Shinkansen, which connected Tokyo and Osaka in 1964, was the first commercial
HSR in the world. As a punctual and comfortable vehicle, HSR is an important carrier of
personnel circulation nowadays. From the perspective of advantage, HSR mainly solves
the production factors matching issue by reducing the transportation time of travelers [1].
Passengers are also an important carrier of information flow, which can promote factor
exchange and cooperation between cities, and expand to a larger urban agglomeration [2,3].

Urban agglomeration refers to an urban group with compact spatial organization
and economic ties within a certain range, relying on developed infrastructure such as
transportation and communication [4]. With the construction of HSR, the urban agglomer-
ation has become the basic unit of cooperation and competition [5]. As a unit, the urban
agglomeration is the result of economic-spatial integration based on economic connection
and transportation networks [6]. For a long time, urban agglomeration and eco-spatial
structure have always been important research contents. The economy-space problem has
always been the core issue of urban and regional research [7].
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The construction of the HSR will inevitably cause an impact on the economic spatial
structure of urban agglomeration [8]. The space compression effect produced by HSR
construction promotes the rapid exchange of information and capital in a wider space [9].
Thus, resources converge to the central hub, and cities are connected by HSR. The tradi-
tional “core-periphery” urban agglomeration structure has been broken, and the regional
economic spatial structure has been reconfigured [10]. Whether from a short-term or long-
term perspective, the investment and construction of HSR is an important reason to attract
capital into the surrounding areas, thereby changing the economic structure [11]. A study
analyzed China’s traffic data from 2005 to 2015 and found that the contribution rate of
traffic infrastructure to investment inflow reached the level of 38.4%. However, the benefits
are more pronounced in areas with larger populations [12,13]. It seems that the impact of
HSR construction is different in different regions. So, does HSR construction have different
impacts on economic spatial structure in the regions with different levels of development?

How does HSR construction affect the economic spatial structure of urban agglom-
erations at different levels? Is there any difference between the impacts on economically
developed and developing areas? How and to what extent do these differences exist? The
investment amount in HSR is huge, and there is a the long period of construction. If the
impacts of HSR construction in the areas are different, what types of regions should be
given priority? What factors should guide decisions on HSR investment and construction
in the future? It is foreseeable that the next few decades will be the golden age of HSR
development [14]. Many new construction plans have emerged in recent years, but there
are no significant differences in construction planning between developed and develop-
ing areas [15]. There are very few studies for reference. At present, most regions have
not achieved a well-developed HSR. According to the data of the International Union of
Railway, by the end of 2021, the total mileage of the top 10 countries who have HSR is
62,589 km, while that of China is 38,207 km—more than the combined mileage of the other
nine countries. China has built highly developed HSR systems in both developed and
developing areas, so its experience is valuable [16]. Based on the social network analysis
method, this study compares the influence of HSR construction on the economic spatial
structure of urban agglomerations with different levels of development and explores the
causes. The research results will be conducive to clarifying the economic significance
of HSR for different urban agglomerations and cities, in order to enhance the positive
economic efficiency of HSR and promote high-quality coordinated development.

The main innovations of this paper are the following three aspects: (1) Conducting a
longitudinal and cross-sectional comparison. The Yangtze River Delta urban and Sichuan-
Chongqing (Chuanyu) urban agglomeration are selected as the study areas, and both of
them have well-developed HSR but are vastly different on the economic level [17,18]. Based
on the data, we conducted a longitudinal comparison year by year and then conducted a
cross-sectional comparison between the regions. (2) Introducing the influencing factors
of HSR, and using the time cost distance to replace the space distance. The previous
studies have seldom considered the impact of HSR while investigating the economic spatial
structure of urban agglomeration. In this study, by introducing traffic data, the time cost
distance is used to replace space distance. The revised gravitational model is used to
calculate the gravity between cities, and to simulate the changes in the economic spatial
structure. (3) Introducing 11 factors to the index system of urban comprehensive economy.
The model value derived from the population and GDP will no longer accurately describe
the comprehensive quality of cities, with the continuous expansion of the scale of modern
urban agglomeration. Therefore, referring to recent research [19], this study selects three
typical indicators, namely, urban economic potential, population, and industrial structure
as the first-level indicators. We select 11 secondary indicators such as government public
budget, per capita income of urban residents, the number of employed persons, etc. The
entropy method is used to calculate the weight of indicators.
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The rest of this article is structured as follows. Section 2 introduces the research areas,
data sources, and methods. The results are discussed in Section 3. Finally, this paper
presents its conclusions and suggestions in Section 4.

2. Methodology
2.1. Research Areas

With the implementation of the “Medium-Long Term HSR Network Planning in
China” approved by the China State Council, the mileage of HSR has increased rapidly.
By the end of 2021, China’s commercial HSR lines had reached 38,200 km, connecting all
provincial capitals and cities with a population of more than 5 million [20]. We selected the
Yangtze River Delta urban agglomeration and Chuanyu urban agglomeration in China as
the study areas for the following reasons: (1) Both of them have well-developed HSR, and
the completion time of HSR is also near the same. (2) The two agglomerations are vastly
different on the economic level. (3) The two agglomerations are located in one country, so
minimizing the influence of other irrelevant factors in the comparison process. (4) Data are
available for both of them. The research area is shown in Figure 1.
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(1) The Yangtze River Delta urban agglomeration is an important area of the “Belt
and Road” and the Eastern Economic Belt. It covers 225,000 square kilometers with
27 central cities as its central area. The Yangtze River Delta urban agglomeration is the
most economically developed region in China, creating a quarter of China’s GDP and more
than a quarter of the industrial value, with only 2.1 percent of China’s geographical area.
The region has achieved a well-developed HSR, with 6329 km of rail lines by the end of
2021, covering more than 90 percent of cities in the region.

(2) Chuanyu is an emerging urban agglomeration listed in China’s new development
planning in recent years, with 16 central cities such as Chengdu and Chongqing [21]. It
covers an area of 185,000 square kilometers, with 7.39 trillion Yuan GDP and 1008 km of
rail lines by the end of 2021.

Referring to the relevant research and combining the regional characteristics of the
Yangtze River Delta and Chuanyu urban agglomeration [22], this study selects the research
area based on the following principles: (1) the geographical scale of the Yangtze River Delta
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and Chuanyu Mountains; (2) taking the city as the smallest space unit. In order to highlight
the economic connection and comparison between cities based on administrative regions,
if a city covers a sub-city or a district, we combine them into one city unit for statistics;
(3) comprehensively considering the economic connections between cities, defining the
boundaries and avoiding overlapping. Based on the above principles, this paper takes
27 central cities in the Yangtze River Delta urban agglomeration and 16 central cities in the
Chuanyu urban agglomeration as the research objects. We investigate the impact of HSR
construction on the economic spatial structure of urban agglomeration at different levels
of development.

2.2. Data Source

Based on the HSR construction and economic development trend [23], this study
selected the time period according to three criteria: (1) data availability; (2) the principle of
timelines where we study the contemporary period of time to ensure the timeliness value
of the research output; (3) the principle of continuity, which comprehensively considers the
goal of data continuity and annual differences. As such, we set the time interval of 5 years
to select data. Based on the above principles, we selected 2011, 2016, and 2021 as the period
of study.

Data sources are as follows: (1) the panel data of the Yangtze River Delta and Chengyu
urban agglomeration are obtained from the yearbooks of the statistical departments; (2) the
rail station, location, and transportation information of HSR lines are obtained from China
Railway Yearbook; (3) HSR timetable data are collected from the China Rail’s official
website: https://www.12306.cn/index (26 May 2022), which displays the departure time,
station and timetable information of all railways in China; (4) some HSR lines in the
Chuanyu urban agglomeration are still under construction. For those areas, we use the
road commuting time to replace the HSR time, with the optimal strategic route according
to the destination and origin. Usually, the time a passenger will need to travel by road is
much longer than that by HSR. The substitution can objectively reflect the reality of the
weaker gravity of those cities.

2.3. Research Methodology
2.3.1. Index Construction of the Urban Comprehensive Economy

According to the principle of systematicness, comparability, representativeness, and
availability, this study selects economic potential, population, and industrial structure to
construct the target layer index, in order to reflect the urban comprehensive economy.

The specific criteria layer indexes are as follows:
(1) Economic potential. This refers to the capabilities, position, and influence in

the economic structure, which is determined by the output and income of the regional
economy. Referring to the previous research, considering the two elements of economic
output value and government revenue, we selected two indicators: GDP and government
public budget [24]. In addition to the development potential of the economic scale, the
assessment of urban economic potential also takes the sustainable ability to stimulate the
economy into account. From the perspective of investment and residents’ living standards,
we selected fixed asset investment, sales of consumer goods, and per capita income of
urban residents as additional indicators.

(2) Population. Most of the studies evaluate population from the perspective of
population scale and employment, but in addition, the population is closely related to the
output value of workers [25]. Based on it, this study focuses on three aspects: population
scale, employment, and output value of workers. We selected four indicators: resident
population, registered population, the number of employed persons, and per capita GDP.

(3) Industrial structure. It represents the constituents and connection of each industry
type. We selected two indicators: the proportion of the value of the secondary industry and
the proportion of the value of the tertiary industry.

The index system of the urban comprehensive economy is shown in Table 1.

https://www.12306.cn/index
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Table 1. Index system of the urban comprehensive economy.

Target Layer Criteria Layer Index Layer

Urban comprehensive economy

Potential of urban economy

GDP
Government public budget

Fixed asset investment
Sales of consumer goods

Per capita income of urban residents

Population

Resident population
Registered population

Total number of employed persons
per capita GDP

Industrial structure
The proportion of the value of the secondary industry

The proportion of the value of the tertiary industry

The entropy method is used to standardize the original data and assign the weight of
each index. The calculation steps are as follows:

xij =


(

Fij − Fjmin
)/(

Fjmax − Fjmin
)

(
Fjmax − Fij

)/(
Fjmax − Fjmin

) (1)

Data standardization: xij refers to the value after standardization, Fjmin refers to the
minimum value, and Fjmax is the maximum. Data standardization aims to find the gap
of the value with minimum value if the indicator is positive, but the gap with maximum
value if it is negative.

Xij = xij

/
m

∑
i=1

xij (2)

Calculate the proportion of thej index of the i evaluation object. Xij refers to the

proportion,
m
∑

i=1
xij refers to the sum of the sample value.

ej= − 1
ln m

m

∑
i=1

(
Xij × ln Xij

)
, 0 ≤ ej ≤ 1 (3)

Calculate the entropy value of the indicator. ej is the entropy value, ln m is the
logarithmic function of the sample size.

dj = 1 − ej (4)

Calculate the discrepancy coefficient of the indicator. dj refers to the discrepancy
coefficient of the indicator.

Wj = dj

/
n

∑
j=1

dj (5)

Calculate the weight. Wj refers to the weight of the indicator in the index system.

2.3.2. Urban Spatial Gravity Model

The economic gravity between cities reflects the scope and extent of the economic
influence, and also reflects the capacity of the region to accept the influence [26]. There
are two methods to measure economic gravity: absolute economic connection and relative
economic connection. Compared with relative economic connection, the absolute economic
connection has the characteristics of being objective and capable of evaluating multiple
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objects. Among the evaluation methods of the absolute economic relation, the gravity
model is commonly used [27].

The traditional gravity model uses space linear distances to measure the distance
between cities. This ignores the influencing factors of topography and the construction of
transportation infrastructure. Referring to the existing research, this paper separates the
influencing factors of HSR in the evaluation of the urban economic gravity, and uses the
time distance to construct the time cost matrix of HSR [28]. The gravity is based on the
time distance of the HSR. This paper analyzes the changing trend of the economic structure
of urban agglomerations at different scales, with the influence of HSR construction. The
gravity model is:

Conij = Gra
Comqi

Comqi + Comqj
·Comqi·Comqj/Disb

ij (6)

Coni =
n

∑
j=1

Conij (7)

Fij = Conij/
n

∑
j=1

Conij (8)

In the formulas, Comqi and Comqj refer to the comprehensive economy of the cities i

and j, Conijis the economic gravity between cities, Comqi
Comqi+Comqj

refers to the contribution
ratio of city i to the gravity of i and j, used to indicate the gravity direction of two cities;
Comqi·Comqj is the relationship quality of i and j; Disb

ij is the HSR time distance from i to j.
Gra is the gravitational constant, and usually the value is 1; b is the distance decay index,
and usually the value is 2. Coni refers to the total economic relationship value of i, and Fij
is the proportion.

2.3.3. Social Network Analysis Method

The methods to investigate the economic spatial structure of urban agglomeration
mainly include the spatial analysis method, comprehensive evaluation method, social net-
work analysis method, etc. The social network analysis method has systematic evaluation
indicators, it analyzes the connections among members more clearly [29]. Therefore, this
study uses the social network analysis method to investigate the evolution trend of the
economic spatial structure of urban agglomerations at different economic levels in the
HSR era.

The social network analysis method results from the combination of sociology, mathe-
matics, and statistics, which take structure and relationships as key features. It analyzes the
connections between elements and the potential implications [30]. Specifically, it includes
the following methods:

(1) Network density. This refers to the ratio of the actual connections to the possible
connections in the network graph. We use ∆ to represent the network density, and the
formula is:

∆ =
L

g(g − 1)/2
(9)

In the formula, L is the number of connection lines in the network, and g is the number
of nodes. The network density ranges from 0 to 1. L = 0 when there is no connection
in the network, and L = g(g − 1)/2 when the maximum number of possible connections
is reached.

(2) Agglomeration group. This is a group in which members have stable, direct, and
positive relationships with each other, and it is one of the main contents of the social
network analysis method. Interaction-based agglomeration groups require members to be
“selected”; accessibility-based agglomeration groups require members to be within reach,
but adjacent is not necessary; agglomeration groups based on a large number of contacts
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require the contact frequency of cities; agglomeration groups based on relative density
require members to be more cohesive.

Agglomeration group analysis is a typical method for analyzing the structure of
social networks. The advantage is that it can simplify the complex structure, and find
substructures as well as their relationships. In this study, UCINET 6.1 network analysis
software is used for analyzing agglomeration groups. UCINET is a comprehensive analysis
application with the ability to process matrix data of social networks, including a variety of
data management and computing tools [31].

(3) Centrality, including degree centrality, intermediate centrality, and eigenvector centrality.
Degree centrality. This centrality focuses on the most influential members of the

network, and the relationship or adjacency between the high-value members and other
members is the channel to measure whether they are located in the center. It also represents
how strongly the member influences the network. We define D as the index of degree
centrality and set:

CD(ni) = d(ni) = xi+ =
n

∑
j=1

xij =
n

∑
j=1

xji (10)

In the formula, CD(ni) is the degree centrality of city i, and xij is the economic connec-
tion value between the city i and city j. Degree centrality is more dependent on the size of
the group, and the maximum value is g − 1.

Betweenness centrality. This refers to the mutual attraction relationship between
non-adjacent cities, and represents the ability of cities to control the network. Assuming
that in the gravity relationship between cities j and k, city i is located in the middle position,
then i has a certain “responsibility” for j and k. By calculating all the paths through the
intermediate city i, we obtain the “pressure” that city i gets in the network. The formula is
as follows:

CB(ni) = ∑
j<k

gjk(ni)/gjk (11)

In the formula, gjk(ni) represents the number of cities i included on the shortest path
connecting cities j and k. gjk(ni)/gjk represents the probability that city i participates in the
connection between city j and city k. If ni is not located on any shortest path, the value is 0
as the minimum. The maximum value is (g − 1)(g − 2)/2, which is the number of all other
urban agglomerations except ni.

Eigenvector centrality. This defines the importance of each connection according to
the centrality of network nodes, and performs the iterative calculation. The formula is
as follows:

PR(ni) = x1iPR(n1) + x2iPR(n2) + · · ·+ xgiPR
(
ng
)

(12)

In the formula, xni is the centrality contribution of the city n to I; PR(ni)is the rank
of the city I in the urban agglomeration. Nodes that are directly connected to the central
nodes also tend to be located in the center. Cities that are connected to the cities with higher
eigenvector centrality are also connected to more cities.

3. Results and Discussion
3.1. Network Structure of Economic Connection

The results show that the average value of economic connections in the Yangtze River
Delta urban agglomeration in 2011, 2016 and 2021 are 57.94, 122.18 and 158.37, respectively,
while those in the Chuanyu urban agglomeration 28.89, 31.27 and 56.37, respectively.
Referring to relevant literature and combining the economic development level of the
two urban agglomerations, we divide the economic connections into five levels: weakest
economic link (R < 50), weaker economic link (50 < R < 100), medium economic link
(100 < R < 400), stronger economic link (400 < R < 1000), strongest economic link (R > 1000).
ArcGIS 10.2 software was used for category identification and visualization. According to
the economic connection between cities, the economic spatial pattern is drawn, as shown in
Figures 2 and 3. We found that there are differences in the variation trend of the two urban
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agglomerations. In 2011, there were 71 above-average links in the Yangtze River Delta
urban agglomeration, including 8 stronger economic links and 2 strongest economic links.
In 2016, the results were 116, 13, and 6. The values were 162, 26, and 17 in 2021, respectively.
The changes are substantial. In 2011, there were 28 economic links above the average in
the Chuanyu urban agglomeration, including 4 stronger economic links and 1 strongest
economic link. In 2016, the results were 43, 6, and 4. The values were 82, 7, and 4 in 2021.
Huge changes have taken place, but smaller than in the case of the Yangtze River Delta.
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The economic network density among the 27 central cities in the Yangtze River Delta
urban agglomeration shows a gradually increasing trend. The overall density was 0.3149 in
2011, 0.4311 in 2016, and 0.5274 in 2021. The high value of density reflects the high frequency
of production factors exchange and the close industrial connection [32]. In recent years, the
economic network density of the Yangtze River Delta urban agglomeration has increased
significantly, reflecting the increasing influence of the core cities on others. The regional
networking process is also related to the improvement of the transportation network
system. The density and traffic efficiency of the Yangtze River Delta urban agglomeration
show a structure of high East and low West. The HSR has improved the accessibility
of the urban agglomeration, and the average travel time between cities within 4 h. The
developed transportation infrastructure has helped the Western cities to undertake the
industry. The network structure of the Yangtze River Delta urban agglomeration shows a
trend of transformation to more centers with more balanced space. The regional center has
been upgraded from Shanghai, Suzhou and Hangzhou to eight cities including Shanghai,
Suzhou, Wuxi, Hangzhou, Nanjing, Changzhou, Ningbo and Nantong. The evolution
trend to multi-core structure is obvious. From the perspective of economic spatial structure,
the “core-edge” structure features of the Yangtze River Delta urban agglomeration are
remarkable. It has formed the core area with Shanghai, Suzhou, Wuxi, Hangzhou and
Nanjing as the center, and the edge area dominated by the Western cities. There is a
significant difference in the density between the core area and the edge areas. The diffusion
effect of the core is obvious, and it has a strong driving ability to the economic development
of the edge region. At the same time, Nanjing and Hangzhou, as the secondary centers,
play the role of bridges in the new structure.

The economic network density of the 16 central cities in the Chuanyu urban agglom-
eration is also increasing year by year. The overall density was 0.1764 in 2011, 0.1828 in
2016 and 0.2196 in 2021. In the context of the HSR network covering almost all cities, the
value of network density has increased. However, compared with the Yangtze River Delta
urban agglomeration, the growth rate is lower. The single central structure of Chuanyu
has hardly changed in recent years; Chengdu and Chongqing are the regional centers of
Chuanyu in the three time periods. Several sub-centers emerged later, but none of them
reached the scale of Chengdu and Chongqing.

3.2. Agglomeration Group of Economic Relation Network

The UNICET 6.1 software was used for agglomerative group analysis. The changes of
the agglomeration group members are shown in Figures 2 and 3, and the member list and
influence matrix are shown in Tables 2 and 3. Under the situation when the connections
between cities are constantly changing, the connection values between the members of
the group are also changed, for different groups. The density of groups in the two urban
agglomerations has shown an increasing trend, which reflects the increasing connection
between cities.

The agglomeration groups of the Yangtze River Delta urban agglomeration have
shown a changing trend from less to more, from 4 in 2011 to 8 in 2021. One of the most
obvious results is that Suzhou separated from the Shanghai group, and gradually formed
an economic spatial structure dominated by Shanghai, Suzhou, Hangzhou, and Nanjing.
In this process, the memberships in the Shanghai group have been decreasing, but the
influence of this group has not decreased. This is reflected in the value in the density matrix,
that is, the influence value of this group on other groups. Some marginal cities have formed
their own groups in the 2021 period. Although their influence in the matrix is not high,
their existence shows that the rapid flow caused by the construction of HSR has created the
possibility of industrial independence for the marginal cities [33]. The economic spatial
structure of the Yangtze River Delta tends to be more balanced.
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Table 2. Agglomeration groups of the economic relations network of Yangtze River Delta city group.

Year Number Agglomeration Group Density Matrix

2011

1
Shanghai, Suzhou, Wuxi, Jiaxing, Huzhou, Changzhou,

Nantong, Yangzhou, Zhenjiang
686.191 (1) 287.852 (2)
115.328 (3) 79.362 (4)

2 Hangzhou, Ningbo, Zhoushan, Jinhua, Shaoxing 982.879 (1) 289.546 (2)
132.568 (3) 40.761 (4)

3
Nanjing, Chuzhou, Hefei, Wuhu, Xuancheng, Maanshan,

Anqing, Tongling, Chizhou
201.341 (1) 200.825 (2)
146.943 (3) 112.472 (4)

4 Taizhou, Wenzhou, Yancheng, Taizhou 32.681 (1) 65.528 (2)
53.766 (3) 12.005 (4)

2016

1 Shanghai, Wuxi, Jiaxing, Nantong, Zhenjiang 475.784 (1) 686.191 (2) 287.852 (3) 127.421 (4)
95.035 (5) 71.037 (6)

2 Suzhou, Changzhou, Yangzhou 400.328 (1) 982.879 (2) 131.258 (3) 159.276 (4)
253.076 (5) 68.942 (6)

3 Hangzhou, Ningbo, Zhoushan, Jinhua, Shaoxing 213.340 (1) 119.210 (2) 289.546 (3) 84.597 (4)
38.991 (5) 13.581 (6)

4 Nanjing, Chuzhou, Hefei, Wuhu 241.867 (1) 332.517 (2) 65.528 (3) 166.611 (4)
120.785 (5) 11.100 (6)

5 Taizhou, Wenzhou, Yancheng, Taizhou, Huzhou 71.737 (1) 153.025 (2) 40.567 (3) 17.569 (4)
146.943 (5) 148.506 (6)

6 Xuancheng, Maanshan, Anqing, Tongling, Chizhou 67.688 (1) 98.264 (2) 16.486 (3) 102.493 (4)
35.142 (5) 164.570 (6)

2021

1 Shanghai, Jiaxing, Nantong 536.916 (1) 800.655 (2) 330.773 (3) 95.035 (4)
327.421 (5) 137.017 (6) 71.037 (7) 25.625 (8)

2 Suzhou, Wuxi, Changzhou, Yangzhou 472.357 (1) 997.236 (2) 161.138 (3) 54.267 (4)
459.276 (5) 253.076 (6) 68.942 (7) 20.966 (8)

3 Hangzhou, Ningbo, Zhoushan, Jinhua, Shaoxing,
Huzhou

441.867 (1) 342.757 (2) 331.351 (3) 101.095 (4)
343.805 (5) 41.469 (6) 32.333 (7) 13.581 (8)

4 Taizhou, Wenzhou
42.288 (1) 35.976 (2) 78.377 (3) 186.453 (4)
74.471 (5) 14.163 (6) 11.142 (7) 8.226 (8)

5 Nanjing, Chuzhou, Mananshan, Zhenjiang 381.885 (1) 575.645 (2) 349.715 (3) 25.285 (4)
348.506 (5) 101.341 (6) 120.785 (7) 25.684 (8)

6 Yancheng, Taizhou 44.945 (1) 133.467 (2) 26.829 (3) 15.730 (4)
93.105 (5) 202.360 (6) 30.977 (7) 9.853 (8)

7 Hefei, Wuhu, Xuancheng, Anqing 26.517 (1) 33.321 (2) 19.232 (3) 12.559 (4)
258.487 (5) 26.351 (6) 72.292 (7) 28.184 (8)

8 Tongling, Chizhou 9.953 (1) 9.832 (2) 8.966 (3) 7.899 (4)
8.096 (5) 9.783 (6) 11.537 (7) 18.576 (8)

The number of agglomerative groups in Chuanyu has not changed in recent years.
Chongqing and Chengdu were in the same group in 2011 but separated into two groups
later, which were also the most influential groups. In the influence matrix, the value range
of the influence in the matrix is from single to thousands. There are huge differences,
reflecting the imbalance of economic development. The influence coefficient of marginal
groups shows a downward trend, which verifies the existence of a siphon phenomenon
in this region [34]. In other words, the influential groups will attract human resources,
materials and capital from other cities and as such, take away the advantageous resources.
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Table 3. Agglomeration groups of the economic relations network of Chuanyu city group.

Year Number Agglomeration Group Density Matrix

2011

1 Chengdu, Chongqing 7806.541 (1) 1091.586 (2)
1238.251 (3) 781.472 (4)

2 Luzhou, Zigong, Dazhou, Neijiang, Guangan, Yibin 633.415 (1) 272.589 (2)
21.934 (3) 14.216 (4)

3 Deyang, Mianyang, Suining, Nanchong 130.861 (1) 19.324 (2)
208.367 (3) 17.204 (4)

4 Meishan, Leshan, Ziyang, Yaan 207.192 (1) 43.428 (2)
15.728 (3) 49.612 (4)

2016

1 Chengdu, Meishan, Yaan 2490.685 (1) 1590.786 (2)
1214.835 (3) 1026.486 (4)

2 Chongqing, Guangan, Zigong 2985.768 (1) 2802.814 (2)
876.519 (3) 348.346 (4)

3 Dazhou, Luzhou, Yibin, Neijiang, Suining, Nanchong 84.226 (1) 152.548 (2)
41.605 (3) 18.429 (4)

4 Mianyang, Deyang, Leshan, Ziyang 45.714 (1) 19.485 (2)
6.786 (3) 5.923 (4)

2021

1 Chongqing, Luzhou, Yibin, Guangan, Zigong 3274.251 (1) 2949.824 (2)
421.748 (3) 169.844 (4)

2 Chengdu, Deyang, Mianyang, Meishan, Yaan 2659.416 (1) 1824.805 (2)
493.127 (3) 287.149 (4)

3 Dazhou, Neijiang, Suining, Nanchong 72.904 (1) 97.614 (2)
25.051 (3) 8.366 (4)

4 Leshan, Ziyang 12.596 (1) 16.581 (2)
1.629 (3) 6.874 (4)

3.3. Centrality of Economic Networks
3.3.1. Point-Out and Point-In Centrality

The point-out centrality indicates the “spillover” strength of the influence, that is,
the strength that dominates adjacent cities. The point-out centrality indicates the “entry”
strength of the influence, that is, the degree of intervention by external factors. The
centralities of the Yangtze River Delta and Chuanyu urban agglomeration are shown in
Tables 4 and 5. We focused on the changing trend of the centrality of cities in the two urban
agglomerations. It should be noted that it does not make sense to compare data across
tables since the result was normalized.

Among the 27 central cities in the Yangtze River Delta urban agglomeration, the point-
out centralities of Shanghai are 14.353, 16.708, and 19.039 in recent years, which are the
highest, reflecting the core position of Shanghai. In recent years, Shanghai has gradually
transferred high-tech industries to the neighboring cities, which has also created huge
market demand [35]. As regards Suzhou, Wuxi, Hangzhou, and Nanjing, which have lower
point-out centrality than Shanghai, their centralities have increased by 112.8%, 117.9%,
119.6 %, and 129.5%, respectively, in the past 10 years. They are the cities that have benefited
most from the construction process of HSR. They are located between the center and the
new sub-centers, as the new centers with economic “spillover” capacity. Suzhou and Wuxi
play a pivotal role by relying on the investment and commodity exchange relationship
with Shanghai. Hangzhou connects Jiaxing, Huzhou, Shaoxing, Quzhou, and Huangshan,
forming the Southern city group. Nanjing affects Jiangsu and Anhui provinces, and it
is the city that drives the development of the Central and Western parts of the Yangtze
River Delta [36]. The changes in point-in centrality show that Suzhou, Hangzhou, Wuxi,
Nanjing, Jiaxing, Ningbo, and Nantong gain the largest increases, which are 142.4%, 130.6%,
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267.2%, 175%, 81.8%, 652.1%, and 556.7%, respectively. It is confirmed that these cities
have effectively integrated and utilized the resources in the urban agglomeration after the
construction of HSR, and built close connections with other cities in the region. After the
construction of HSR, the point-in centrality of Wuxi, Changzhou, and Jiaxing is significantly
higher than the point-out centrality, which indicates that they are affected by the other
cities in recent years.

Table 4. Centrality of economic networks in Yangtze river delta.

City
Out-Degree In-Degree Betweenness-Degree Eigenvector-Degree

2011 2016 2021 2011 2016 2021 2011 2016 2021 2011 2016 2021

Shanghai 14.353 16.708 19.039 5.463 5.517 5.624 13.704 10.750 8.636 72.416 72.245 72.875
Suzhou 7.403 10.789 15.757 4.127 7.041 10.002 10.289 11.549 13.988 44.107 63.439 73.598
Wuxi 2.116 3.128 4.970 2.164 5.373 7.947 6.968 8.821 10.237 24.406 30.026 39.740

Hangzhou 2.701 5.531 8.091 3.894 6.427 8.980 10.154 11.163 11.652 46.890 58.414 68.905
Nanjing 2.480 5.002 5.693 2.124 3.317 5.840 9.308 11.016 11.505 46.959 57.649 67.914

Changzhou 1.287 1.752 2.312 2.063 2.356 4.418 5.120 5.963 8.379 14.789 25.739 33.618
Ningbo 0.764 1.956 3.868 0.655 2.791 4.926 4.929 5.749 6.829 2.952 3.487 3.572

Shaoxing 0.754 0.872 1.719 1.391 1.695 4.360 3.401 4.218 5.397 3.967 4.809 4.995
Jiaxing 0.557 0.636 1.291 1.645 1.955 2.991 4.592 6.230 7.935 3.232 7.282 15.727
Hefei 0.430 0.564 1.213 0.386 0.474 0.685 3.920 5.263 8.764 1.846 8.149 12.262

Zhenjiang 0.594 0.688 1.141 1.256 1.461 1.863 3.875 5.839 5.272 6.031 6.422 5.835
Yangzhou 0.288 0.333 0.664 0.473 0.545 0.730 2.113 3.095 3.021 3.101 3.258 3.239
Huzhou 0.225 0.264 0.579 0.610 0.741 1.088 2.427 3.550 3.579 1.479 1.795 1.968
Wuhu 0.187 0.236 0.528 0.363 0.447 0.660 1.757 2.815 3.196 0.957 1.114 1.208

Nantong 0.234 0.275 0.522 0.330 1.517 2.167 1.117 3.392 5.228 3.139 3.417 3.381
Wenzhou 0.200 0.249 0.519 0.194 0.235 0.336 0.607 1.764 2.610 0.585 0.694 0.721
Taizhou 0.172 0.206 0.441 0.263 0.317 0.451 0.440 0.443 1.352 1.302 0.694 0.731
Jinhua 0.183 0.220 0.435 0.359 0.440 0.611 0.977 1.683 0.464 1.656 1.966 2.004

Chuzhou 0.103 0.139 0.324 0.512 0.644 0.975 0.267 0.437 0.671 1.382 1.633 1.797
Taizhou 0.118 0.129 0.271 0.205 0.230 0.321 0.194 0.268 0.443 0.596 1.328 1.373

MaAnShan 0.153 0.145 0.269 0.561 0.597 0.818 0.399 1.247 1.764 1.369 1.378 1.370
Yancheng 0.101 0.124 0.218 0.162 0.194 0.251 0.266 0.468 1.221 0.990 1.150 1.090
Xuancheng 0.037 0.053 0.106 0.137 0.181 0.255 0.056 0.150 0.150 0.296 0.374 0.383

Anqing 0.054 0.050 0.098 0.082 0.087 0.121 2.069 1.917 1.974 0.273 0.262 0.264
Zhoushan 0.021 0.027 0.059 0.080 0.098 0.142 0.516 0.619 0.716 0.317 0.370 0.402
Tongling 0.025 0.030 0.055 0.092 0.109 0.149 0.414 0.527 0.649 0.184 0.207 0.203
Chizhou 0.016 0.014 0.015 0.060 0.061 0.088 0.101 0.167 0.178 0.111 0.108 0.113

Table 5. Centrality of economic networks in Chuanyu.

City
Point-Out Centrality Point-In Centrality Betweenness Centrality Eigenvector Centrality

2011 2016 2021 2011 2016 2021 2011 2016 2021 2011 2016 2021

Chongqing 17.546 18.191 18.693 4.837 5.168 5.082 8.348 15.545 18.200 74.463 83.655 85.145
Chengdu 20.612 19.064 18.506 7.721 7.950 7.957 20.348 18.545 18.200 86.667 84.899 82.350
Mianyang 2.330 1.941 2.065 3.458 3.313 3.402 2.945 3.242 4.225 18.853 18.518 18.728

Deyang 1.465 1.466 1.540 3.417 3.290 3.400 2.192 4.927 5.617 14.372 15.623 15.771
Leshan 1.082 1.300 1.257 3.096 3.570 3.483 3.045 4.162 5.618 17.637 21.117 19.765

Meishan 0.697 0.866 0.925 1.843 2.153 2.188 3.275 5.589 6.702 8.344 10.507 10.521
Nanchong 0.991 0.757 0.909 2.767 2.491 2.760 3.411 4.380 4.321 5.846 6.347 8.443
Neijiang 0.983 0.859 0.890 2.156 1.953 1.457 1.875 1.616 1.910 7.442 4.124 5.991

Yibin 0.473 0.460 0.427 0.681 0.602 0.547 0.760 0.896 0.841 2.905 3.298 3.575
Ziyang 1.510 0.566 0.496 2.431 2.232 2.101 1.865 2.237 2.924 7.492 7.114 7.510
Suining 0.319 0.276 0.317 1.928 1.823 1.674 1.529 1.416 2.123 10.606 11.341 12.173
Zigong 0.274 0.249 0.273 0.740 0.720 0.711 1.097 0.906 1.503 3.617 3.939 4.143

Guangan 0.170 0.262 0.257 0.976 0.941 0.936 0.454 1.207 1.661 5.059 7.811 7.790
Luzhou 0.243 0.231 0.234 0.603 0.610 0.609 0.787 1.106 0.527 3.207 3.726 3.750
Dazhou 0.353 0.177 0.183 0.758 0.547 0.561 0.068 0.527 0.650 4.346 3.374 3.411

Yaan 0.024 0.016 0.022 0.382 0.320 0.371 0.013 0.179 0.367 2.326 2.022 2.310
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Among the 16 central cities in the Chuanyu urban agglomeration, Chongqing and
Chengdu have the highest point-out centrality, and they are in the core position. The
overall level of the two cities is consistent, but the trend in Chongqing is upward [37].
Topographically, Chengdu is dominated by plains, while Chongqing is dominated by
mountains. The difference in commuting time between HSR and normal roads in mountains
is more than that in plain areas. It is foreseeable that the construction of HSR provides more
opportunities for Chongqing, which is surrounded by mountains. Mianyang, Deyang,
and Leshan are the second-tier cities in the Chuanyu urban agglomeration. However, a
significant difference has been observed: their point-out centralities are much smaller than
those of Chengdu and Chongqing. More importantly, their growth efficiencies are not
as high as those of Chengdu and Chongqing, which is different from the situation in the
Yangtze River Delta. Most other cities show a downward trend in point-in centrality. The
reason might be that the construction of HSR makes the production factors too concentrated
to share in the central area, and the development of the surrounding areas is restricted by the
lack of resources, so the siphoning phenomenon exists. Moreover, there is a phenomenon
that needs to be noticed: while most cities in the non-central area have seen declines in
point-out centrality and point-in centrality, in almost all of them, the point-in centrality is
higher than point-out centrality, that is, the impact a city receives is stronger than the one
it generates.

3.3.2. Betweenness Centrality

A high betweenness centrality means that a city can play an intermediary role in the
connection of other cities and a higher degree of activity. The results of the betweenness
centrality of the Yangtze River Delta urban agglomeration show that Shanghai was the
highest at the beginning, but then showed a downward trend, while other central cities
such as Nanjing, Suzhou, Hangzhou, Changzhou, Wuxi, and Hefei gradually increased,
and finally reached a level equal to Shanghai or slightly exceeding it [38]. Thus, the new
metropolitans gradually replace Shanghai and establish connections with more cities. Their
position in the economic spatial structure transfers to the center. The betweenness centrality
in the region shows an increasing trend generally.

On the results of the betweenness centrality of Chuanyu urban agglomeration, Chongqing
and Chengdu show results far above the average again. The growth rates of betweenness
centrality for the second-tier cities are quite high, but eventually stopped at a level much
lower than that of Chongqing and Chengdu. The betweenness centrality of other cities in the
region also shows an increasing trend, which may be caused by the low traffic accessibility
before the construction of HSR.

3.3.3. Eigenvector Centrality

The eigenvector centrality means its location in the economic structure, and cities
connected with high-centrality cities are able to connect with more cities. The results of the
eigenvector centrality of the Yangtze River Delta urban agglomeration show that Shanghai
had the highest eigenvector centrality at the beginning, and its value has hardly changed in
the past ten years. The eigenvector centrality of Suzhou, Hangzhou, Wuxi, and Nanjing
gradually increased and finally reached a level close to that of Shanghai. This means
that the new metropolitans are gradually approaching the center of the economic spatial
structure, and the Yangtze River Delta urban agglomeration has changed from a single core
to a multi-core structure.

The results of Chuanyu urban agglomeration show that the eigenvector centralities
of Chongqing and Chengdu are the highest; ther are growing in Chongqing and slightly
declining in Chengdu. The eigenvector centrality of the second-tier cities has hardly
changed, which means that they are still far away from the center of the economic spatial
structure. It is certain that the two-core structure of Chuanyu has not evolved any other
cores in the past ten years.
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3.4. Economic Network Visualization

According to the economic connection strength of the cities of the two urban agglomer-
ations, the adjacency matrix is constructed, and the visualization diagram of the economic
network structure is obtained by using Netdraw software, as shown in Figure 4.
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The network density of the Yangtze River Delta urban agglomeration has always been
at a high level. In recent years, the structure of economic networks has gradually presented
the characteristics of multiply-core and complexity; especially, the network in the core
area has become more complex [39]. The economic network structure of the Yangtze River
Delta urban agglomeration has gradually evolved closer to the center, and the economic
connection has changed to diversification. The structure has evolved from a single center to
a multiply-core network structure centered in Shanghai, Suzhou, Hangzhou and Nanjing.
The network structure tends to be more balanced in the spatial distribution and the number
of the main agglomeration group members.
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In the network structure of Chuanyu urban agglomeration, Chengdu and Chongqing,
as the central cities, are more closely connected with other cities, but the overall network
density has not changed. It has evolved from one center composed of Chengdu and
Chongqing at the earliest into two centers, but the central cities have not changed. The
edge cities are getting farther from the center, but the semi-edge cities are getting closer to
the center [40].

4. Conclusions

Based on the modified gravity model, this paper explores the social network analysis
method to analyze the economic spatial structure changes of urban agglomerations in
different development levels under the influence of HSR construction. We found that with
the construction of HSR in the past 10 years: (1) The network density and the average
economic connection of the two types of urban agglomerations have shown a trend of
gradual increase. Numerically, the value of developed regions is much higher than that
of developing regions, and the growth rate of developed regions is also faster. (2) The
number of agglomerated groups in developed regions shows a change from less to more.
The members from the second-tier centers have gradually increased, forming a multi-core
and more balanced economic network structure. There was no change in the number of
agglomerated groups in the developing regions. The members of the central agglomerated
group are increasing, and the influence of the marginal regions is decreasing, which verifies
the economic siphon phenomenon and the imbalance of regional structure. (3) The influence
of metropolitan areas in developed regions has not been weakened. The new metropolitans,
which are located between the metropolis and the new second-tier centers, are the cities
that have benefited the most from the HSR construction. The gap between the center and
the edge of the developing regions still exists, and even tends to widen. In the process,
the central city with difficult topography benefits the most. (4) The network structure of
developed regions shows the characteristics of multiple-core and complexity. The cities
gradually move closer to the center, and the network structure tends to be more balanced
in the spatial distribution and the number of the main agglomeration group members. The
center cities of the developing regions have become more connected with other cities, but
the edge cities are getting farther from the center.

Based on the conclusions above, the policy suggestions are proposed as follows:
(1) HSR can significantly improve connectivity between cities in both developed and
developing regions, and the concerned government departments should encourage HSR
construction if the financial situation permits. (2) Developed regions should hold the
opportunity to build new hub cities, and balance the urban agglomeration economic spatial
structure; the peripheral cities in developed regions should also be encouraged to be
connected by HSR to avoid further marginalization so that the cities in the edge regions
also obtain the chance of resource increases. (3) In developing regions, the central cities
should strengthen urban construction and connect the nearby cities by HSR, to maximize
economic efficiency; HSR construction can be suspended in peripheral cities if the economic
conditions do not permit it, especially in mountainous areas with higher construction costs.

The study offers a platform for further assessments of HSR’s impacts on the economic
spatial structure evolution of urban agglomeration for monitoring the long-term progress
of HSR development. It still has limitations, however, since it cannot reflect the different
types of geographic location that affect the city network. Moreover, future research should
examine the similarity and differences of the characteristics of the economic spatial structure
under the impact of different transport modes.
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